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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
SALVADOR ACOSTA GAYTAN has contributed to the dictionary with 32 meanings that we have approved and
collected in this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the
project, do not hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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abolido
ABOLISHED.It means eradicated or completed example "In other words slavery was abolished, finish or I eradicate
slavery

agrosistema
Agrosystem: it is the systematically styling or work the land for its products

agrotoxicos
AGROTOXICOS:producto used in agriculture that are toxic for the human ( insecticides, pesticides and fertilizers )

apeñuscado
APEÑUSCADO: Slang used to say that you hold firmly or very strong to avoid a fall

arruinar
RUIN: Harm or leave a several people in misery

atañen
They concern: synonymous with importance; example ( that you don't you regard )

autogestivo
Waved: it involves making by oneself what is proposed, on the basis of their own potential

cambaceo
CAMBACEO:e articles without profit sharing

cita textual
Quote: it is the content of one or several paragraphs of a writing compiled in one talk or Conference

conjeturas
Conjetura:son questions that the person about what you want to know or meet makes

connacionales
NATIONALS: Are called fellow Mexicans who live abroad and who come to visit to mexico

contraesquina
Contraesquina:son corners remaining one opposite another but diagonally to imagine a square at the intersection of the
streets

dif
DIF. It is also the abbreviation for different means " the 34 family integral development;



ecolocalización
Echolocation: Location of a given ecological area

erria
HERRIA: WORD THAT THE COWBOYS USED TO RETURN TO THE COWS TO THE STABLE

fertiles
FERTILE: Who are fit to reproduce

globo terrestre
Terrestrial globe: is a synonym for balloon terracleo or planet Earth

haprender
HAPRENDER. I THINK THAT THIS WORD NOT EXISTS PROBABLY WANT TO KNOW THE MEANING OF GRASP,
THAT MEANS STOP SOMEONE TO PRESENT IT TO THE JUDICIAL AUTHORITIES

homofonas
HOMOFONAS:son words that are written to be different but that are pronounced the same example: AS (LETTER
FROM THE DECK, BEAM-DOING )

huichol
Huichol: indigenous which inhabits primarily the State of Nayarit Mexico and their language is also known as huichol

incrospido
Incrospido: It is said that a person is incrospido when he is drunk

interactuar
INTERACT: Is the relationship between one or more persons to socialize

maestrita
Maestrita: Is the diminutive of teacher or Professor

mixiote
Mixiote: Maguey leaf used for wrapping food after cooking them to steam

obcecado
Stubbornly: who does not understand reasons, which does not accept recommendations

pailera
parhileras: all the work that is done with foil but above all work of manufacturing tanks as water tanks elevated for liquid
storage tanks



paquime
PAQUIMÉ: Village in ruins in the municipality of houses large Chihuahua Mexico which was inhabited by indigenous
people, known as "RUINS OF PAQUIMÉ "

pinguica
PINGÜICA: In the North of Mexico is called pinguia to an ornamental shrub type tree

propiciaba
It resulted in: is to provide facilities to make things

propiciaba
It resulted in: Provide facilities to carry out the things that you want to carry out

teocentrico
Teocentricoc: By the union of the two words TEO and downtown, I think that it means that God is the center of
everything

tlatoani
Tlatoani: The term tlatoani in nahuatl " who speaks " means, speaker, the hierarch maximum


